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Kit Extra: Bf 109 V1 to E-9 and T-series Kits

As stated in our book, there was insufficient 
space to include all the assessments of kits, 
so what follows are those that we did not 
cover in print.

 1/144th Scale

Crown or Revell

Bf 110C
This kit was first produced by Crown (#414) 
in 1975 and was reissued as #P435 [#A5] 
in 1985. It was also issued by them with their 
1/146th Ki-61 (#444) in the 1980s. The kit 
has been reissued by numerous other firms since, 
including • Academy-Minicraft (#4411) in 1993, 
AHM (#K-416) in 1975, Minicraft (#14411) 
in 1998, (#14626) 2010 and (#14720) 2017 
and Revell (#1038) in 1982 and (#4140) in 
1983/4. 

As a really ancient kit it is unfair to assess it in 
detail as we have with much newer kits, instead we 
will therefore only do an overview of the kit.

The kit comes in a variety of colours, 
depending on when and who it was released 
by and the surface detail is mainly raised, 
much of it is missing and the control surfaces 
are rather deeply engraved. The fuselage 
length is good, the span is fractionally over. 
The profile of the rear fuselage is quite good, 
the tailwheel is moulded in situ though and 
is the wrong shape and positioned too far 
forward. The front of the fuselage is very poor 
though with the curve from the windscreen to 
the tip being too sharp, too narrow and the 
underside curve is not deep enough. The gun 
ports are oversize and incorrectly positioned. 
The canopy is too shallow overall and the 
windscreen is not at a steep enough angle, 
its also too thick and poorly moulded. The 
shape of the fin/rudder is all wrong, having a 
slightly truncated and steeply tapered upper 
curve, so these really need to be replaced. The 
engine cowling upper profile is OK, but the 
rear of each nacelle is too short and the curve 
aft of the radiator is too shallow. The radiators 
themselves are depicted with a gap between 
them and the nacelle, which was not there 
on the real thing, and this is because they 
have been positioned too far outboard. The 
tailplanes lack sufficient angle at the outer 
ends, to allow rudder movement. The oleo legs 
are OK, but the wheels are awful shapeless 
‘buttons’, the spinners are inaccurate in size 

and shape (they are also of a slightly greater 
diameter than the cowling) and the blade 
profile is all wrong. The exhausts stacks are 
truly hideous and they just butt-join to the 
nacelles, which just does not look right. 

Decals: As far as the original Crown and 
Revell reissues go, there was only one scheme 
depicted, but the decal sheet just included six 
inaccurate Balkenkreuz. No Hakenkreuz of unit 
insignia of any kind were include.

Verdict: As is so often the case with 1/144th 
kits, the Crown version or any of its reissued, are 
all over-simplified with little or no detail and they 
are now quite ancient. One certainly for the collector 
and one can only hope a new-tooled Bf 110 in 
1/144th won’t be that long is arriving 

 

 1/72nd Scale

Airfix #02006-4

Bf 110D
This was first released in 1958 (#Patt. No.286), 
then renumbered in 1962 (#Patt. No..1422), 
before reverting back to its original number in 1966 
(#Patt No.286). It was reissued as #02006-4 in 
1973 and in the new box style (same kit number) in 
1978. It came back again as #9 02006 in 1984, 
then as #02006 in 1986 and 1998. The kit was 
also issued as a ‘Dogfight Doubles’ with the Spitfire 
Mk IX (#Patt. No.D361F) in 1966 and as such 
renumbered/reissued as #03141-9 in 1973 and 
as #03141 in 1998. It was also issued as a gift 
set (#03141G) in 2005 and again in 2009 as 
#A50036. With the release of their newly-tooled 
version, it is very unlikely that this one will ever see 
the light of day again (assuming the tooling has not 
been destroyed regardless).

As a kit that is now over 60 years old it is just 
unfair to give it a detailed assessment like we have 
with kits a fraction its age, so we will just give an 
overview here.

The kit comes moulded in a medium 
grey-coloured plastic with any surface detail 
via raised lines and fasteners with very heavily 
engraved boundaries and raised ribs for the 
control surfaces. The overall span and fuselage 
length are pretty good, but that is the only 
thing about this kit that is. The fuselage 
profile is shallow on the underside, particularly 
around the tail and it also has a weird cross-
section, especially aft of the canopy, in that 
both the upper dorsal and lower ventral 

profiles are too flat. The fin shape is OK, but 
the rudder hinge line is in the wrong place, 
there are two raised hinges that don’t actually 
exist plus there are horizontal lines of rivets 
on each vertical fin that are not on the real 
thing. The horizontal tailplane suffers from 
prominent ejector pin marks and the elevators 
lack the inset hinge/counter weights . 

The wing chord is too narrow along its 
entire length and both the ailerons and 
landing flaps are too narrow, with the latter 
having the section at the back of the nacelle 
too big and with a vertical separation line, 
when it should be at an angle (its also a raised 
line, whilst on the wings it is depicted via an 
engraved one). The rear section of the upper 
nacelle bulge is too wide and goes back to 
far, when it should blend in with the wing 
upper surface much sooner. The flap under 
each landing flap aft of the coolant radiator is 
missing and the radiators themselves are the 
wrong shape and lack any interior detail (they 
are also very thick). The engine cowlings are 
too skinny, having a profile top and bottom 
that is too shallow a curve, while the oil cooler 
is moulded solid without an actual intake, 
plus its also the wrong shape. The exhaust 
stacks are separate, fit to the nacelle via a 
flat raised area that is kind of odd and don’t 
correctly depict the angled layout of the ends 
because they are all show the same length. 
The instrument clusters are depicted on both 
sides of each nacelle and are raised rings that 
are too widely spaced apart.

The propeller and spinners are moulded 
as one and are very inaccurate, with the tip 
of the spinner just depicted as a flat/blunt 
area nothing like either the open or capped 
versions. The propeller blade diameter is 
slightly under but the shape is just a basic 
tapered unit, nothing like the real thing. 
The undercarriage parts are very crude, just 
comprising a leg with a kink in the upper 

section, there is no compression nor retraction 
linkage. These plug into sockets in the inside 
of the upper wing half, so there is no detail 
whatsoever in each wheel well and it is open 
to the interior of the wing. The undercarriage 
doors are the wrong shape, have massive 
attachment lugs and lack any detail. The 
main wheels are generic units that whilst 
not the awful ‘buttons’ you often see in kits 
of this era, are nothing like the real thing. 
The tailwheel is a single piece, which is very 
inaccurate and has a wheel that is far too 

Crown 1/144th Bf 110C built in the 1990s

Revell 1/144th Bf 110C

Airfix 1/72nd Bf 110D
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small. Drop tanks are included, but these are 
the wrong shape for 900lt versions, just have 
two basic lugs for attachment and are not 
applicable to the decal option either. The kit 
lacks such items as the mass balance weights 
on the ailerons, pitot tube, DF loop, trailing 
aerial fairlead and ‘washing-line’ antenna.

The canopy is a single piece and rather 
thick. It has the frames only depicted via 
single raised lines and they are not correct in 
position/layout either, plus the cut-out for the 
rear MG 15 is just a slot and the profile in his 
region is actually a slight hump. The profile 
of the front region is too shallow and the 
windscreen is poorly defined with the vertical 
edges being rounded. There is no interior 
detail of any kind, just two generic seated pilot 
figures that locate via tabs moulded into the 
side of each fuselage half. Not quite sure what 
Airfix were thinking about when they depicted 
the rear MG 15 (#41) as its a weird curved 
‘thing’! The upper cowl MG 17s are not much 
better, being odd rods with raised rings that 
just seem to have been randomly added?

The original versions including the 
‘Dogfight Double’ edition we had, came with 
the following option:
•  Bf 110C-5, 5F+CM, 4.(H)/14 - this was 

the machine shot down over the UK 
during the Battle of Britain and returned to 
airworthiness as AX772 
The decal sheet includes just the codes and 

crosses, all of which look to be of rather odd 
proportions. There are no swastikas, nor any 
stencils and the fuselage codes are with the 
crosses in this region on one continual area 
of carrier film. The kit box shows the aircraft 
in the RLM 70/71/65 scheme, while the 
listed option was in RLM 74/75/76 and was a 
reconnaissance version that can’t be built from 
the kit parts as it lacks the camera in the mid-
fuselage and ventral camera port with cover.

Verdict: A real blast from the past that is only 
for the collector nowadays.

Matchbox (#PK-115)

Bf 110C/D
This Bf 110C/D was first released in 1976 
(#PK-115) and was reissued with new box style 
in 1979 & 1983. It was finally reissued under 
Revell’s control in 1991 as #40115 but has not 
bee available since and considering that Revell now 
own the tools and have newer and better options 
available to them, it is unlikely it will ever be 
reissued.

As a kit that is now over 40 years old it is just 
unfair to give it a detailed assessment like we have 
with kits half its age, so we will just give an overview 
here.

The kit was moulded in three colours in 
line with Matchbox’s ideology of kits that 
could be built without painting. Unlike many 
Matchbox kits the panel lines are in the main 
fine and raised, although there are a few deep 
‘trenches’ here and there.

The fuselage length and wing span are 
good and the fuselage looks to have no real 
profile issues, although the wing is actually 
slightly set too far forward. The nose is all 
wrong, with the gun ports crudely depicted 
and the upper cross-section much too narrow 
(the fuselage ahead of the windscreen is 

equally too narrow), resulting in the whole 
front end of the model looking ‘pinched’. 
The access hatch on the port fuselage side is 
very deeply engraved, there are not enough 
frames depicted via the fine raised lines 
and the access hand/foot holds are also 
deeply engraved and in the wrong place/
too many. Inside the cockpit comprises just 
a basic floor, ‘couch’ seats, undersized and 
inaccurate control column and a wildly 
inaccurate instrument panel with a couple of 
big instrument more akin to an aircraft of the 
early 1900s as raised detail! There is nothing 
else, although the MG 15 is quite nice but 
lacks the saddle ammunition drum.

The vertical fin shape is odd because the 
leading edge is the wrong shape, being too 
rounded, plus the inset hinge is too high and 
the trim tabs on each rudder are too wide and 
lack linkage. The horizontal tailplane has the 
cut-back at the outer edge of each elevator too 
shallow, the single raised panel line shouldn’t 
be there as the only real detail in the area 
would be rivets and the trim tabs on each 
elevator looks too deep.

The upper wing nacelle shape is quite 
good, although it may be slightly too wide, 
but it does blend in with the surrounding 
wing surface very nicely. The access/filler caps 
are all the wrong position and/or size plus 
there is a quite pronounced step between the 
aileron and landing flaps at the hinge line. The 
ailerons have ribs that are OK, but don’t really 

depict the style/shape of the rear thing and the 
landing flaps are devoid of any detail when 
they too were fabric-covered. The radiator 
is moulded with the bulge at the rear that 
is actually part of the landing flap, they are 
not bad but lack any interior detail and the 
exhaust flap whilst depicted open, it actually 
solid. The lower front of each engine nacelle 
is spoilt by very crude representation of the 
oil cooler intake that is solid and oddly shown 
as a step? The lower nacelle shape is too 
wide and the engine instrument clusters are 
depicted on both the inner and outer nacelle 
halves. The exhausts are separate and do 
depict the unequal lengths of the real thing. 
The propellers and spinners are separate, 
the blade shape of the former is off though, 
being depicted with too consistent a taper 
and with insufficient twist towards the root. 
The spinners are a little oversize in profile 
and the front is too big meaning their overall 
shape is off plus the open motor-cannon 
ports are only slightly in relief. The wheel 
wells are devoid of any detail and open to the 
interior of the wings. The main undercarriage 
legs are depicted with rather lumpy lugs to 
attach them inside the wing, there are no 

compression linkage and the oleo detail is just 
a random series of raised rings. The leather 
gaiters look more like springs and the axle is 
almost at 90º to the leg. The main wheels are 
single pieces, lack any hub or other detail, 
plus the tyres are too wide. The undercarriage 
doors are nice and thin, with good shape and 
have surprising small attachment lugs, they 
lack any detail though. The tailwheel and oleo 
are all as one and the overall shape/size and 
detail are just generic, with the type diameter 
and thickness being all wrong. 

The canopy is slightly too long and has a 
completely flat top. The frames are cleanly 
depicted, but the layout/size/location is at odds 
with the real thing. The aerial mast, which 
is a separate coloured plastic component, is 
correctly depicted offset to port. The rear 
canopy section over the gun has a rather odd 
curved edges to the frames plus the central 
one is too wide, while the windscreen is a 
little curved on the upright frames and the 
windscreen looks to be somewhere between a 
standard and armoured version.

Detail wise the kit includes separate mass 
balance weights for the ailerons that are a 
bit poorly defined, both styles of pitot are 
included and the instructions show them 
both fitted, when you should use one or the 
other. The DF loop is there, but its a single 
ring, while the ‘washing-line’ antenna and 
trailing aerial fairlead are missing. The kit 
includes a separate ETC 500 centreline rack 
that is OK albeit a little simplified. The two 
250kg bombs supplied for the ETC 500 rack 
are very simple and have thick fins, while the 
300lt drop tanks have rather deeply engraved 
details and their supports frames are a little 
thick, although pretty impressive considering 
the age of the tooling. Oddly the kit comes 
with the sideways-firing RZ65 rocket tube 
that was tested by the Bf 110 but never used 
operationally and certainly does not apply to 
either decal option in the kit. 

#PK-115 came with the following options:
•  Bf 110D-2, G9+TC, 11./ZG 1, Eastern 

Fro9nt, winter 1941/42
•  Bf 110C-3, M8+EP, 6./ZG 76, le Mans, 

France, September 1940
The decal sheet includes the crosses but 

no swastikas or stencils and the sharksmouth 
and Wespe head are all nicely printed. The 
instructions on the back of the box would 
have you paint the second option with a single 
upper colour, which is incorrect as it would 
have been RLM 70/71.

Verdict: The Matchbox range was always 
considered a pocket-money toy and in that role they 
brought many of us into modelling (myself included). 
Today they look very basic and dated and are 
therefore one purely for the collector.

Monogram (#6812)

Bf 110E
Monogram released their Bf 110E-1 (#PA162-
100) in 1967 and by 1970 the box carried the 
Mattel logo as well in 1970. It was reissued as 
#6812 in 1973, 1975 & 1979 and as a special 
limited edition with original box art in 2002 
(#PA162). This kit has also been reissued by 
Necomisa (#6812) in 1979 and by Revell as 
#04341 in 1994 and 2008, plus they combined 

Matchbox PK-115
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it with the Italeri Me 410A and their Me 262 and 
Bf 109G-0 in the ‘Messerschmitt 100 Years’ set 
(#05745) in 1998.

As a kit that is now over 50 years old it is just 
unfair to give it a detailed assessment like we have 
with kits half its age, so we will give an overview here.

Various colours were used for the plastic 
over the years, the example we have was 
a dark green-colour with surface detail via 
raised lines and a few access panels. The 
control surface hinge lines are engraved but 
there are no structural rivets and things like 
the ventral gun ports are just denoted via an 
engraved outline. The overall span is 223mm, 
so pretty much spot on the 223.6mm of the 
converted 16.10m quoted in the GA. Panel 
lines are limited with many missing and a 
number included which should not be there. 
The undersides of the wings are covered in a 
mass of odd curved-corner panels that have 
little to do with the structure of the real thing 
(just like HobbyBoss). The upper wing has a 
mass of filler and access panels on the inboard 
panels, but again these seem to have little 
to do with what was there on the real thing 
(ditto for HobbyBoss). A centreline ETC 

500 rack is moulded in situ and is not bad, 
the same can’t be said for the wing ETC 50 
racks, which are so shallow as to be totally 
nondescript (ditto HobbyBoss again!). The 
bulges in upper wing halves are a little too 
pronounced a ‘hump’, while the separate 
exhausts are too thin and are spaces too 
far apart because the whole unit is slightly 
too long. The wheel wells are open to wing 
interior and the undercarriage doors are the 
wrong shape, plus they lack any interior detail 
and only attach via two small lugs. When 
viewed from the front and compare them 
with drawings the engine nacelles are slightly 
too narrow, which gives the appearance that 
they are too far inboard. The moulded intake 
for the oil cooler underneath each nacelle is 
the wrong shape, with two parallel curved 
troughs (HobbyBoss ‘followed’ this example 
as well). The rear exhaust flap of the oil cooler 
is shown in partial relief and the interior 
lacks anything, so you can see right inside 
the empty nacelles and wheel wells. Overall 
length is pretty much spot on the 167.6mm of 
the converted 12.07m quoted in the GA. The 
nose profile is quite good although the break 
point (vertical panel line) at the back is about 
1mm too far forward, meaning that the upper 
cowling and the layout of the ammunition 
bin doors is cramped into a smaller space. 
Only the upper two gun ports are open, 
with separate barrels to go inside, the lower 
(outer) ones are moulded in situ, with a barrel 
projecting from the starboard one and just 

an oval opening (with raised edge in partial 
relief) on the port side. The cannon ports 
under the nose are only defined by raised 
outlines and there is no sign of the ejector 
ports for the MG 17s or MG-FFs. The main 
undercarriage legs are OK but everything is 
too big and chunky, the gaiters on the oleo leg 
are raised rings and they are too short overall. 
The compression linkage arms are missing, as 
are the retraction arm, V-strut and bumper 
frame for the doors. The main wheels are 
OK in diameter, but the tyres are too thin, 
they lack any tread and the hub detail is a 
generic series of raised rings. The shape of the 
tailwheel is poor, the wheel is much too small, 
it lacks detail and whilst it correctly shows 
the fitment of compression linkage, the whole 
unit is undersize. The tailplane unit is about 
1mm over in span (all in the middle). The 
trailing edge of the elevators is show parallel 
with the leading edge, when in fact this was 
at a slight angle. The trim tabs are engraved 
on each elevator, but the linkage is show 
above and below, when it was only below. 
The elevators are devoid of any fabric effect, 
not even raised ribs and the upper surface of 
the tailplanes have an oval access panel in 
them that was not there on the real thing. 
The underside has three prominent ejector 
pin marks that create rings in the tailplane 
and elevators - this is something HobbyBoss 
copied, but mistaking made them into access 
panels (even on the fabric-covered elevators!). 
The fin/rudder units are separate and are OK 
in overall height, although the profile of the 
lower/rear portion of the rudder is a little too 
sharply curved. The rudder hinge line is ever 
so slightly too far forward and on the inboard 
face of each unit there are three round ejector 
pin marks, which again HobbyBoss copied 
but turned into access panels (yes, including 
the one on the fabric-covered rudder!). The 
propeller and spinners are moulded as one 
with the backplates separate. These latter 
items are rather thick really, meaning that 
the propeller is slightly too far forward. The 
blade profile is not too bad, although there 
is not much twist at the root and the blade 
shape may be a little too broad at the base, 
meaning the overall shape is too tapered. 
There is no cockpit interior as such, just a 
pilot’s seat and cross-bulkhead, the seat being 
the wrong size/shape and having silly short 
seat belts moulded in situ. A decal is included 
for the instrument panel, but the panel itself 
is just a bulkhead. The cross-bulkhead has 
an oblong box moulded on top of it, which 
another decal goes onto, but again this is 
nothing much like the radio/navigational 
equipment in that area. Pilot and observer/
gunner figures are included, the former sits in 
his seat the later mounts via pegs in its side 
to the starboard fuselage half, as there is no 
floor or seat. The DF loop is moulded with 
the starboard fuselage half, while the FuBl 1 
landing system’s ‘washing line’ antenna under 
the rear fuselage is omitted, as is the trailing 
aerial fairlead and IFF rod antenna. The pitot 
is shown as the intermediate type, which 
was slightly below the leading edge of the 
starboard wing tip. The aileron mass balances 
are separate parts and quite acceptable. Two 
250kg bombs with very thin fins are included, 
but the overall shape is very unconvincing 

and the same can be said for the 50kg bombs 
as well. The canopy is a single piece and 
while nicely moulded it is too flat/wide in the 
upper profile, while the windscreen armour is 
moulded in place and the frame detail is a bit 
off. The whole unit is thick and the cut-out 
for the rear MG 15 is too small. The aerial 
mast is separate, but it is just a flat-sided 
tapered unit and it locates via a big square 
block into a socket in the canopy that is going 
to be very visible. 

#6812 came with the following options:
•  3U+JN, 5./ZG 26 probably during the 

Balkans campaign (the red fuselage band 
should be yellow)

•  3U+BP, 6./ZG 26, Eastern Front, 1941. 
Period photographs of this machine, show 
it did not have yellow lower wing tips or 
rudders
The decal sheet includes a set of crosses, 

although the narrow style ones depicted above 
the wings, are actually right for underneath the 
wings of 3U+BP, but that option lacks the ‘B’ 
carried outboard of the underwing cross.

Verdict: In its day this was THE kit of the 
Bf 110 in this scale and it was converted to various 
other versions by modellers. The Fujimi kit took a 
little of its thunder from the mid-1970s, but it was 
not really fully surpassed until the arrival of the 
Eduard kits from 2012. Today it’s a collectors piece 
and it is really interesting to see just how similar the 
HobbyBoss kit is to it in so many ways.

Revell (#04341)

Bf 110E-1
This is just the Monogram kit, issued by them first 
in 1994 as #04341 and then again in 2008. 
We have both versions here, but as they are the 
Monogram kit, all we will comment on here are any 
aspects that differ.

Plastic: Both are moulded in a light grey-
coloured plastic, all other details remain as per 
the Monogram original

Decals: Each release came with the 
following options:

#04341 (1994)
• Bf 110C, G9+IN, 5./ZG 1, 1941
•  Bf 110C, U8+BB, flown by Hptm. Specht, I./

ZG 26, 1941
The decal sheet includes the wing crosses 

but no swastikas (this is a German firm after 
all). There is a good selection of airframe 
stencils and the yellow fuselage band and 
Wespe head are supplied as decals, as is the 
instrument panel. Each image is very matt and 
although excess carrier film is limited, what can 
be seen looks quite cloudy

Revell #04341 (1994)

Monogram 6812
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#04341 (2008)
•  Bf 110E-1, 3U+BC, flown by Hptm. Ralph 

von Rettberg, Stab II./ZG 26, Suwalki, 
Russia, June 1941

•  Bf 110E-1, 2N+EN, 5./ZG 76, Stavanger, 
Norway, November 1941
The decal sheet includes the wing crosses 

but no swastikas and there is a good selection 
of airframe stencils and walkways. The yellow 
fuselage band is supplied as a decal, as is the 
instrument panel. Each image is very matt and 
visible excess carrier film looks quite cloudy.

Verdict: An alternative to the Monogram 
original, although nowadays these are best consigned 
to the collection as the Eduard examples are vastly 
superior.

Revell (#H-95)

Bf 110G-4
This is actually the Frog kit, one of a series of 
Frog moulds that Revell bought from Rovex in the 
mid-1970s. It was first issued (#H-95) during 
the 1977-1979 period and reissued in 1984 as 
#4151. Any comments here can also be applied to 
the Frog original, although that kit also offered as 
G-2 option, whilst Revell only issued it as a G-4.

As a kit that is now over 50 years old it is 
just unfair to give it a detailed assessment like we 
have with kits half its age, so we will just give an 
overview here.

Our example was moulded in a medium 
grey-coloured plastic with raised main panel 
lines and very few access panels, plus engraved 
hinge lines for control surfaces and trim 
tabs but no structural rivets. The wings are 
moulded as a single lower and two separate 
upper halves. and the span is a little under 
at 222mm in comparison with the converted 
223.6mm that equates to the 16.1m quoted 
on the GA. Surface detail is depicted as just 
a series of outlined boxes with curved corners 
that bare little relevance with the real thing. 
The centreline rack is moulded in situ, but 
its shape is poor and it lacks detail. The 
supercharger intake in the leading edge of the 
port wing is just open, while the landing light 
is not depicted at all. The supercharger intake 
on the starboard engine is a separate part, but 
its basic and suffers from a very visible sink 
mark. The lower part of the engine nacelle 
is moulded with the lower wing half and 
these are too narrow overall with pronounced 
sloping sides. The engine nacelles in general 
are very poor, being too thin and pointed plus 
they lack the bulge in the upper portion. The 
oil cooler unit lacks any detail and the overall 
size and shape is all wrong, being too narrow 
and a really odd shape (narrow at the front, 

then wide in the middle, then narrow again at 
the rear). The wheel wells are open to the wing 
interior while the radiator units are moulded 
in situ with the lower wing half, but they have 
no interior detail, the leading edges are very 
thick and at the back is just a solid vertical 
bulkhead. The separate flame damper exhausts 
are OK, but lack the screens in the intakes 
and are solid at the outlets. As well as the very 
inaccurate engine nacelles, the wings are so 
thickly moulded that the trailing edges are not 
that much thinner than the leading edges! 

The fuselage length is pretty much spot 
on the 167.6mm of the converted 12.07m 
quoted in the GA. Each half is devoid of any 
structural panel lines, the only ones depicted 
are in fact the external armour plates either 
side of the windscreen/nose. The access hatch 
on the mid port fuselage side is there as raised 
detail, but it is too big, while the hand-holds 
are depicted in the wrong places. The ‘washing 
line’ antenna of the FuBl 1 landing system is 
moulded in situ on the port fuselage half, but 
it’s poor and suffers from flash. The upper 
nose panel is separate and lacks the bulge 
associated with the MK 108 armament, plus 
it has two short gun barrels moulded in situ 
that are nothing like the real things. There is 
no deflector plate for the starboard MK 108 
cartridge case ejector port, while the ports 
themselves are in partial relief and thus a little 
‘soft’. The ventral ports for the MG 151/20 
are depicted via very soft indentations. The 
undercarriage oleo legs are depicted as a single 
strut, none of the side struts are depicted, 
nor is the V-strut or retraction arm. The 
compression linkage is depicted via a solid 
‘V’ at the front and the leather gaiters are 
depicted via a series of large raised rings. The 
wheel axle is at 90º to the leg when it should 
be at a slight angle and the main wheels are 
split in two, have just a generic series of rings 
for the hub detail, the tyres lack any tread 
pattern plus the diameter is slightly too small/
thin. The tailwheel is separate and depicts 
the larger diameter tyre used, it lacks any 
detail and the yoke lacks definition because 
of it being moulded with the wheel; the 
compression linkage is in situ though. The 
tailplane is the correct span, but the trailing 
edge of the elevators is show parallel with the 
leading edge. The trim tabs are engraved on 
each elevator, but they are too shallow and 
the elevators are devoid of any fabric effect 
plus there are two small oval access panels 
depicted on the upper surface of the tailplane, 
with two small round ones underneath, both 
of which look to be recessed due to shrinkage. 
The fin/rudder units are separate and are 
OK in overall height, although the profile 
looks a bit lopsided at the top. The rudders 
feature not fabric effect or ribs, but do have 
the enlarged trim tabs. The propeller and 
spinner are moulded as one, there are no 
separate backplates and the overall shape of 
the spinner is suspect, having a pronounced 
taper. The propeller blade profile is more akin 
to the wide wooden props seen in a late-series 
Bf 109; they also have a raised line across each 
tip, as if these region were painted yellow like 
on RAF aircraft!

There is no interior as such, you get a 
‘bench’ seat for the pilot figure and then 
there is a moulded lower edge to the inner 

fuselage half above the wings onto which go 
a truncated figure in the middle and another 
seated one facing the rear. These figures are 
so poorly moulded as to be little more than 
blobs and they all have a deep sink mark in 
the middle. The rear MG 81Z is a basic shape 
and is just held in place within the rear of the 
canopy. Two 300lt drop tanks are included 
with separate mounting frames, the tanks are 
split in two and are an odd shape, plus they 
are too small overall and the heavily engraved 
rings around them makes them look ‘lumpy’! 
The radar antenna has the horizontal bars and 
dipoles as one part and the antlers as another, 
the problems is that the former are much 
too bulky and the later utilise a bulky socket 
system to mount the dipoles. The antlers as 
supplied are only suitable for the later style, as 
they lack the cross bars. The canopy is a single 
piece and whilst its overall size is OK the rear 
slopes down too sharply, while at the front the 
armoured windscreen is poorly defined (too 
thin in profile) and the angle is too shallow 
plus all the frames lines are the same width. 
The aerial mast is separate and correctly fits 
offset to port, but it is just a simple tapered 
shape. A DF loop is included for the front 
part of the canopy, but it is the wrong size and 
lacks the bulged base into which it mounts. 

#H-95 came with the following options:
 • Bf 110G-4, G9+AA, Stab./NJG 

1, flown by Oblt Hans-Joachim Jabs (not 
Maj. Heinz-Wolfgang Schnaufer as the 
box top states; he only ever flew G9+EZ, 
G9+EF, G9+EC and 3C+BA). Note that 
you can’t actually make Jabs’ machine from 
the kit though, as this aircraft had FuG 218 
V/R radar, not the FuG 220, it also had 
Schrängmusik, the bulge in the canopy for the 
rearward Revi 16N sight and the simplified 
Eberspächer exhausts, none of which are 
included in the kit.

The decal sheet includes just the basic 
set of crosses, with the fuselage ones printed 
on continual carrier film with the codes. The 
NJG 1 badge is included as is the swastika 
on each vertical fin, but the latter are printed 
combined with a load of kill markings that 
relate to Schnaufer’s aircraft, not Jabs. The 
commanders double black chevrons that are 
ahead of the codes on each fuselage side are 
also not included and the decal sheet lacks 
stencils of any kind, not even fuel/oil triangles.

Verdict: A venerable kit in either its original 
Frog form or any of its numerous incarnations. 
Until the Italeri and then Eduard examples came 
along this was the only G-4 kit available in the 
scales, nowadays though it is certainly one for the 
collector only. 

Revell #04341 (2008)

Revell H-95
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 1/48th Scale

Astrokit (#48103)

Bf 110C/D
This Italian firm reissued the Fujimi Bf 110C/D 
with Luftwaffe and Regia Aeronautica markings 
(#48103) in 1998 and although available for a 
number of years, this was the only time it was ever 
available.

As the plastic parts are unchanged from the 
original Fujimi release, which we have covered 
elsewhere in this section, we will only cover 
those aspects that differed here.

Decals: It came with the following options:
•  Bf 110D, 3C+BN, NJG 3, France, 1940
•  Bf 110D, 3U+KT, 3./ZG 26, North Africa, 

1941
•  Bf 110C-3, 235º Squadriglia, Regia 

Aeronautica, Lonate Pozzolo, Italy, Spring 
1943

•  Bf 110C-4, S9+EK, Erprobungsgruppe 210, 
Calais, Battle of Britain, 1940
The decal sheet was printed by Tauro 

Models and offers eight Luftwaffe crosses 
plus all the unique markings for each option. 
The white crosses for the Italian version, the 
white fuselage band and the sharksmouth 
were also supplied as decals and the sheet 
had a comprehensive set of airframe stencils. 
Swastikas were included on the sheet, but they 
were split in two.

Verdict: As with the base Fujimi kit, this one has 
now been surpassed by the Eduard edition nowadays 
and as Eduard have also covered all the decal options 
in this one within their own various releases, this one 
is probably now only for the collector.

Fujimi

Bf 110C & D-Series
Fujimi released their Bf 110C (#5A-26) kit in 
1975, followed by the Bf 110D (#5A-28) in 
1977. These remained available for a number of 
years until replaced in 1987 by the Bf 110C/D 
(#Q-2), which combined all the parts and decals 
from the previous two separately released kits. This 
has since been reissued as #31002, #32130 (L-
30) & 35239 and it is the #Q-2 edition that we 
have here for assessment.

As a kit that is now over 40 years old it is 
just unfair to give it a detailed assessment like we 
have with kits half its age, so we will just give an 
overview here.

Usually the kit comes moulded in a light 

grey-coloured plastic with engraved panel 
lines. There are no structural rivets but some 
access panels are depicted via raised areas, 
while others are done via engraved outlines. 
The wings are supplied as upper and lower 
halve and the span measures out at 332mm, 
so its slightly under the 335.4 of the converted 
16.1m quoted on the GA. The panel lines are 
good, matching most diagrams but there are a 
couple missing and the engraved access panels 
are a bit of a mess with the various access 
panels on the inner/upper section at odds with 
plans and period diagrams. The aileron/flap 
hinge line is a continual straight line, which is 
correct, while the ailerons feature a textured 
finish for the fabric with some raised ribs. The 
landing flaps are devoid of any surface detail, 
while the leading edge slats are only defined 
via engraved lines that are the same depth as 
the surrounding panel lines. The landing flap’s 
trailing edge is also set forward slightly from 
the panel line in that region, which results in 
a ‘step’ at the inner edge that is incorrect. The 
landing light in the port wing is a separate 
clear part, but there is no light itself. The 
supercharger intake in the port wing leading 
edge is blanked off but quite shallow with 
no representation of the guide vanes inside. 
The upper nacelle bulge is the correct width, 
but it is too pronounced and thus goes back 
too far. The wing tip profile is a bit off, being 
squared-off at the front when it should be a 
more rounded curve. The wing tip lights are 
depicted via an engraved outline, but the 
Bf 110 only had a bulb set into an indent at 
the leading edge. Underneath the panel lines 
are OK and whilst the early L-shaped pitot 
(#19) is included, the kit is also shown with 
the mid-style tube-style pitot (#25) fitted just 
forward of it near the leading edge; the former 
is the correct option. The coolant radiator is 
moulded in situ, with the unit itself inside 
is separate but the whole area is open to the 
interior of the wing. The ramp in the back of 
the radiator is depicted flat, when it should 
be curved. The exhaust flaps are separate, but 
depicted as an L-shape, while the front intake 
lip is too thin and lacks the support strut 
in the middle. The underside of the nacelle 
fairing is OK, but there is no depiction of 
the rear section moulded with the flap. The 
supercharger intake on the starboard engine 
nacelle is separate, but is only supplied as the 
standard unit without the lower lip extension. 
The engine cowlings are separate and split 
vertically, the overall shape is good, although 
the upper/front profile is a little too steep. The 
oil cooler region is a separate inset piece and 
it incorrectly has two curved troughs moulded 
into it. The oil cooler inside the cowling is 
not included, so you to see inside the empty 
cowlings. The undercarriage bays are blanked 
off by separate roof panels, but these make 
the bay too shallow. There is no structural 
detail or bulkheads in the nacelle, plus the 
rear is not depicted as part of the flap. The 
main oloe strut is moulded onto a plate and 
the side struts are the wrong style/shape plus 
the whole thing has to be slightly short due 
to the shallow nature of the bay itself. The 
retraction arms are separate, but are too thin 
and are depicted as tubes, not a box-section. 
The undercarriage door bumper frames are 
supplied as separate parts and the main oleo 

legs have the leather gaiters fitted with the 
compression linkage separate although a bit 
chunky. The lower section of the oleo looks 
very bulky and the axle is set at 90º to the leg. 
The main wheels are split vertically and have 
engraved tread pattern, although this actually 
goes too far down the tyre sidewalls. The hub 
detail is just a generic series of rings, bolt heads 
and an axle nut with an air line coming from 
it. The tyre diameter and width is good, the 
hub is actually too big. The tailwheel and yoke 
are moulded with each fuselage half and the 
unit is set at slightly the wrong angle, is too far 
forward and the wheel/tyre is too small.

The fuselage is split with the nose and 
tail cones separate and the overall combined 
length is 252mm, so pretty much spot on the 
251.4mm of the converted 12.07m quoted on 
the GA. The panel lines look good, although 
some of the access panels and hand holds 
are at odds with plans and images of the real 
thing. The nose profile is not bad, the lower 
curve looks a little flat though, making the 
overall profile a little narrow. The gun ports 
are too small, all the same shape and actually 
set too far aft, while the MG-FF ports are open 
but blanked off pretty quickly inside. There is 
no camera gun port depicted in the nose, nor 
the cover plate for it. Both standard and ‘boat 
tail’ end cones are included, using the latter 
though would require the release wire to be 
added down the port fuselage side, as that is 
not depicted on the kit part. 

The overall span of the tailplane is just 
marginally over, the cut-back on the ends of 
each elevator are good, but the trailing edge of 
the elevator is parallel with the leading edge. 
The fabric on the elevators is depicted via a\
the textured surface, the ribs are slightly raised 
and although the correct number are shown, 
the style is wrong with the triangular-shaped 
ribs and cross-members not depicted. The trim 
tab is denoted via an engraved outline but is 
too narrow, however at least it only has the 
linkage on the underside. The fin/rudder units 
are moulded as one, but the profile is wrong 
because the leading edge is too bulbous in the 
lower half, making the whole unit too wide. 
The hinge line is engraved and the inset is 
too wide while the angled portion at the top 
is too small. The fabric-effect on the rudder 
is again via the textured surface with raised 
ribs, but again they don’t actually match 
the real structure. The rudder trim tabs are 
smooth with an engraved outline, but because 
the trailing edge profile is a bit off, the upper 
half is narrower than the lower half, when it 
should all be pretty similar. The linkage for 
each trim tab is shown as a rather oversized 

Fujimi Q-2
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blob and thin long linkage rod. The propeller 
blade diameter is good, the profile is a little 
wide though, especially in the last half and 
there is little twist at the root. The spinners 
are of good diameter and profile, they depict 
the ones with the motor-cannon hole in the 
middle, but this is actually much too big.

The interior is OK but a little basic, 
comprising the floor that lacks any real 
detail and has two side console units in the 
pilot’s area (the port side one should only 
be small). There are separate rudder pedals 
and a pedestal-style instrument panel that 
lacks any real detail and relies on a decal. The 
control column is a pretty basic item, whilst 
the pilot’s seat is a ‘couch’ with inaccurate 
and very short seat belts moulded in situ. 
The rear seat is sort of like the original, but 
too bulky. There are side bulkheads to block 
off the wing root regions, while there is also 
a rear bulkhead which is not really accurate. 
The mid-bulkhead is too short and does 
not contain any of the radio/navigational 
equipment in that region and no attempt has 
been made to depict the MG-FF ammo drums 
on the floor, nor the folding seat. Whilst 
two crew figures are included they are very 
poorly detailed and the Revi gunsight is just 
depicted as an L-shaped block. In combining 
the C and D versions Fujimi include a lot of 
detail parts. These include 300lt and 900lt 
drop tanks, the ventral tank for the D-series, 
ETC 500 bomb rack, 250kg bombs (x2) and 
the addition external oil tank. All are well 
moulded but the ventral tank is devoid of any 
detail and the 900lt tanks just have engraved 
bands around them, there is not attempt at 
depicting the planking of the mid-region. 
The 300lt tanks have engraved detail that is 
probably a little two subtle considering the 
nature of their construction and the overall 
shape looks a little odd (the aft section looks 
a little bulbous and not tapered enough). 
The external oil tank is depicted with only 
two support struts, when it had three and 
the bombs have very thick fins and are just 
basic ballistic shapes with no real detail. The 
‘washing line’ antenna of the FuBl 1 landing 
system is supplied as two separate parts, while 
the trailing antenna fairlead does have the 
lead weight on the end depicted, but the tube 
itself is too skinny. The DF loop is separate, 
but only depicts a single loop, when the the 
real thing was made of two loops. The access 
ladder is also included, as are the external 
mass balance weights for the ailerons. 

The canopy is moulded in five parts so 
the front section can be depicted open. The 
overall length is good but the upper profile, 
especially around the rear section, is wrong 
(the latter section is not flat enough for 
the upper panels of the hinged section and 
the rearmost element around the gun is at 
too shallow an angle). All the frames lines 
are the same width and the aerial mast is 
incorrectly shown mounted centrally, when 
it was offset to port. The armoured panel 
on the windscreen is not really pronounced 
enough but Fujimi actually included some of 
the electrical/radio boxes and wiring inside the 
mid-section of the canopy.

#Q-2 came with the following options:
• Bf 110c-4/B, G9+IN, 5./ZG 1
• Bf 110C-4, LN+KR, 7./JG 2

• Bf 110D-1/R1, M8+FA
• Bf 110D-2, 3U+KK
• Bf 110D-3, 3U+BT, 3./ZG 26
This combined edition included the decal 

sheets from both editions (along with their 
colour painting guides). Each sheet is well 
printed, although most will have yellowed by 
now, and they include all the crosses and a 
set of swastikas plus all the unique markings 
for each option. There is also a black/white 
decal for the instrument panel and one side 
console plus a good set of airframe stencils. 
Both narrow and wide white fuselage bands 
are included as decals, along with the narrow 
version in yellow. Excess carrier film is only 
really evident on the stencils, but it does look 
quite cloudy

Verdict: This was THE choice for the Bf 110 
in this scale for over 30 years and it also spawned 
a number of upgrades and conversions from various 
other manufacturers (I converted one to a G-2 and 
G-4 back in the 1990s!). Now that Eduard have 
released their C and D-series kits though this one 
has had it days and we suspect it is only one for the 
collector, nostalgia seeker and those building who just 
like upgrading older kits.

Mauve (#00065)

Bf 110G-2/3
This Japanese firm repacked the Fujimi Bf 110C/D 
with new parts and decals in 1993 and it has never 
been reissued since. As the basic parts are the Fujimi 
kit, which we have assessed earlier in this section, all 
we will cover here are those aspects that differ

Plastic: Two new light grey-coloured and 
one clear sprue were added to the base Fujimi 
components. These parts are all well moulded 
with engraved details

Wings: The only revisions here were the 
new engine cowlings, which were in plastic 
and have very good overall shape. The engine/
propeller instrument cluster was depicted, but 
only as an engraved outline. The supercharger 
intake on the starboard engine is made up 
with two new white-metal components, as is 
the additional bulge on the top of each engine 
cowling. The intake in the port wing leading 
edge is also replaced if you want to depict 
the tropical filter unit in this region with the 
revised parts in white-metal, but you will have 
to do some cutting of the kit parts to install 
them. The enlarged oil coolers are separate 
white-metal parts with the interior detail 
supplied via photo-etched. The small intakes 
on the upper/starboard side of each nacelle was 
supplied via a new injected plastic component.

Fuselage: A new sprue includes two new 
nose cones, but they are both identical, it 
was just that Mauve put certain items on 
one sprue and then supplied two to make 
up things like the engines. The new nose has 
the bulge associated with the fitment of MK 
108s, although it is shown completely flush 
with the surrounding area, there is no panel 
lines delineating it, and some machines had 
this bulge as an add-on item. The instructions 
show a complex way of removing the bulge 
then drilling and adding new barrels from 
the supplied tubing, but you can just use the 
standard C/D nose on the original Fujimi 
sprues instead. The MK 108 ejector chutes 
are in partial relief but at least are nice and 

sharply defined. 
Undercarriage: The tailwheel was replaced 

by a new one in white-metal, this was OK, but 
having gone to all that effort it was annoying 
that wheel and yoke were all cast as one, as 
the definition is not that great. The wheel 
depicts the larger one used by the series, it has 
the compression linkage, the hub has some 
detail but the tyre is smooth.

Tailplanes: The horizontal tailplane 
remained unchanged, the fin/rudder units 
were replaced with new parts though. These 
depicted the enlarged units with the bigger 
trim tab. The overall size/shape is good and 
the fabric effect on the rudder is just done 
via raised ribs. The trim tabs lack any actual 
linkage rods, so you will have to add them.

Engines: None are supplied.

Propeller: The propellers are new and the 
spinner are in plastic whilst the blades are 
white-metal. The size and profile of the former 
is very good, whilst the blade profile closely 
matches those fitted to the G-4 at Hendon. 

Interior: This is where a lot of the 
upgrading and modification was centred. The 
basic cockpit parts are used, but the pilot’s 
seat is replaced by one in white-metal, with 
photo-etched seat belts. The detail for the 
instrument panel is in photo-etched, as is 
all the radio and navigational equipment 
on the mid-bulkhead. The single seat in the 
rear is replaced by two in white-metal that 
depict the basic mesh construction of these 
units and again photo-etched seat belts are 
included. A new Revi gunsight is supplied 
in white-metal that is much better detailed 
but also has the glass lenses in metal. The 
rearward-firing MG 81Z is also another 
white-metal component and it has the sights 
supplied in white-metal. The roll-over frame is 
another new white-metal component with the 
framework supplied in photo-etched and some 
of the wiring in this region is also supplied as 
white-metal. Stage 4 of the instructions shows 
the fitment of the head armour seen on the 
E/F and G-2 series, this is instead of the roll-
over frame seen in stage 3, so don’t try and 
fit both. 

Details: This version comes with the ventral 
twin MG 151/20 gun pack and this is supplied 
in white-metal with the cannon barrels cut 
from the supplied metal tubing. The ETC 50 
racks are also supplied in white-metal to go 
under each outer wing panel, with the sway 
braces as an etched component 

Canopy: A new rear section is supplied by 
Mauve, this is well moulded but lacks the 
option to have the hinged section open, as its 

Mauve 00064
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all one piece. The framework is clearly defined 
and the aerial mast is correctly depicted offset 
to port.

Decals: It came with the following options:
•  8V+IN or 5./NJG200, Eastern Front,  

1943-44
•  2n+EM, 4./ZG 1, Austria, spring 1944
•  Q1+VB of an unidentified unit on the  

eastern Frong in 1944
•  M8+AL, 3./ZG 76, Germany, November 

1943
•  1B+LX, 13./JG 5, Eastern Front, 1942-43
•  S9+AP, 6./ZG 1, Italy, 1943
• S9+AN, 5./ZG 1, Italy, 1943

The decal sheet is nicely printed and offers 
all the crosses and unique markings, with 
the swastikas off to one side on the sheet so 
they can be cut off if needs be. The Wespe 
head is a multi-part decal, so that might ease 
its application (all depends on how pliable 
the decals are) and the sheet has a nice set 
of airframe stencils. Any theatre markings or 
bands have to be painted on, as these are not 
on the decal sheet.

Verdict: At the time this was a bit of a wow, as 
it was the first time the G-series had been available 
in this scale. A few years later Monogram trumped 
it with their new G-series, plus this one was 
from Japan so in the 1990s and it was therefore 
expensive, all of which probably combined to lessen its 
impact. Today we have far superior examples of the 
G-2 and G-4 from Eduard, so these are probably 
only for the collector - a shame though, as Mauve 
certainly knew how to package a product and the 
little ‘Mini Data File’ pamphlet included, was a 
nice touch.

Mauve (#00064)

Bf 110G-4
As with their G-2/G-3 kit, this is just a reissued 
upgrade based on the Fujimi Bf 110C/D kit and 
once again all we will cover here are those aspects 
that differ from the Fujimi original and the Mauve 
G-2/G-3 kit.

Fuselage: The main change here over the 
G-2/G-3 version is the addition of the radar. 
The central FuG 212 is made up of plastic 
antlers with the dipoles as photo-etched, so 
they are really too flat to be effective. The FuG 
220 SN-2 radar antenna are also included, 
these are made up from plastic for the main 
antlers and these depict the early version with 
the cross-member), but the dipoles are made 
from a complex series of interlocking tubes, all 
of which have to be cut to prescribed length 
before sliding one into the other. The deflector 
plate on the lower MK 108 ejector port on 
the starboard side of the nose is supplied as a 
photo-etched component.

Interior: The FuG 220 radar unit with scope 
hood is supplied in white-metal, along with the 
FuG 16ZY radio. You get all the wiring bundles 
behind each in white metal, so its quite 
effective. Only the roll-over frame is supplied/
used by this version, but it is made up in the 
same way as the G-2/G-3.

Details: This only addition here from the 
G-2/G-3 is that a FuG 16ZY ‘Morane mast’ is 
supplied in photo-etched. The flame damper 
exhausts are supplied in white-metal and there 
are screens to go into the intakes included on 
one of the etched frets.

Decals: It came with the following options:
•  G9+WD, flown by Hptm. Martin Drewes, 

3./NJG 1, 1944
•  C9+EN, flown by Oblt Wilhelm Johnen, 5./

NJG 5, 1944
•  B4+KA, Stab./Nachtjagddivsion

The decal sheet offers all the crosses and 
unique markings, with the two styles of 
swastika off to one side on the sheet so they 
can be cut off if needs be. There is an errata 
sheet for the kill markings on Drewes’ aircraft 
and the main sheet contains a nice set of 
airframe stencils. 

Verdict: As with the G-2/G-3 versions, when 
originally released this was quite a ‘wow’, it was 
soon surpassed by the easier to build and cheaper 
Monogram G-4 kit though and as this one has 
never been reissued, today it is probably only for 
the collector.

 1/32nd Scale

Revell (#04771)

Bf 110C-4B
Revell released the Bf 110C-4/B ‘Jabo’ (#H-249) 
in 1975 and reissued it as part of the ‘History 
Makers’ series as #8617 in 1983, then again as 
a standard kit in 1987 (#4771). The kit was 
also issued in the American style Revell packaging 
as #85-5523 in 2007. We have #4771 here for 
assessment and as it is now over forty years old, we 
will assess it in general terms, because it would be 
unfair to judge it in detail like a kit half its age.

The example we had is moulded in a light 
grey-coloured plastic with all surface panel 
lines via fine raised lines, as is the case with 
the access panels. No structural rivet detail 
is depicted, but there are raised fasteners on 
many of the access panels. The span is quoted 
as 513mm, which is some 10mm over the 
converted 503.1mm of the 16.1m span quoted 
in the GA. The kit has the option of two ETC 
50 racks under the outer wing panels and 
although a C-series did test this fitment, it was 
not standard for the series, so with them in 
place the kit is an E-series. The colour scheme 
quoted as being thus equipped and therefore 
a ‘C-4/B’ is most likely an E-series (you would 
have to add the air intake above the nose to 
truly depict an E-series though). The ailerons 
feature a textured effect for the fabric, that is 
very much of its era, the trim tabs are smooth 
though, but the engraved outline is a bit too 
wide. Having correctly depicted the tip light 

within an inset, Revell then went and spoilt is 
by depicting the light as a shaped cover, so just 
ignore this and make a bulb from scratch. The 
supercharger intake in the port wing leading 
edge does have an insert to depict the vanes 
in this region and the landing light is done via 
a clear cover, but no actual light inside. The 
nacelle upper shape is OK, although that above 
the wing looks a bit too much of a ‘hump’, 
the underside though has oil cooler intakes 
that are too shallow and the wrong shape 
at the front. Revell did get the outer edge 
profile of the bulge at the rear of the coolant 
radiator correct though, as they are one of the 
few to show this slightly curved and not flat/
vertical. The radiators themselves are OK, but 
the internal bulkhead lacks any detail on the 
back, there is no support strut in the intake 
and at the rear the flap is partially open, too 
thick and without any linkage. You do get 
a set of engines though, but these are very 
much of their era. having all detail moulded 
in situ and thus being made up of just five 
parts. The wheel wells lack any interior detail 
and are open to the backs of the engine, with 
prominent lugs to take the undercarriage leg 
and the separate doors have no detail other 
than a series of prominent ejector pin marks 
on the inside. The undercarriage legs have 
gaiters that are just too pronounced, lack any 
other real detail, the retraction arm is depicted 
as a hydraulic ram, the axle stub is at 90º and 
the compression linkage is very bulky. The 
main tyres feature heavy tread pattern and hub 
detail that is basic in the extreme and nothing 
like the real thing, while the tailwheel tyre/hub 
is separate, but again very basic in detail, while 
the strut/yoke is too short. The propellers have 
the motor-cannon spinners, but the hole in the 
centre is too small and the overall side profile 
of the unit is too elongated and pointed. The 
blade diameter and profile is not bad, the 
root detail is just a raised ring though. The 
tailplanes are made up via a single upper and 
two lower halves. The trailing edge profile is 

correctly at a slight angle and the elevators 
once again have the textured finish for the 
fabric covering. The trim tabs are smooth and 
feature an inset hinge on the top and external 
linkage on the underside. The fin and rudder 
shape is OK, but the trim tabs are far too wide 
and have a very bulky linkage

The fuselage length is quoted as 371mm, 
which is just short of the 377.1mm conversion 
of the quoted 12.07m on the GA. Overall 
shapes and panel line detail is not bad for a 
kit of this age, the upper nose profile is wrong 
though, with a distinct kink in it towards 
the front half. The nose has the MG 17s 
depicted, but they are rather skinny looking 

Revell 4771
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and the detail is basic, with nothing at all on 
the floor/bulkhead. The interior is OK, but 
basic, the instrument panel only has detail 
via the supplied decal and the rudder pedals 
are moulded to it. The mid-bulkhead lacks 
any real detail at all (more akin to the early 
radio installation) and whilst the pilot’s seat 
correctly shows the seat belts coming through 
a hole in the back, the shape of the seat is 
all wrong. Generic crew figures are included, 
but these are pretty poor and in the back you 
have a square ‘cushion’ in the middle and 
an odd step-shaped wedge for the gunner. 
There is a bulkhead at the back onto which 
a basic MG 15 fits and below this is a long 
projecting oblong with raised squares on it 
that are supposed to depict the spare MG 15 
saddle ammunition drums. The whole area 
is completed via separate sidewalls, that lack 
any real detail except in the front cockpit, 
where they incorrectly depict a long bench-like 
console on the port side (only the control box 
sat here on a very short ‘console’).

The clear parts are not bad, although a 
little thick. The option to have the front, side 
and rear canopies open results in some bulky 
unrealistic hinges and pins being moulded into 
these sections. The frames are all depicted 
the same width, which is incorrect and the 
additional armoured windscreen is not deep 
enough in profile. Detail wise you get the 
ETC 50 racks, which are not applicable to the 
C-series and are pretty inaccurate in shape 
and detail anyway. The centreline rack is a bit 
bulky even in this large scale and is moulded 
with the fuselage underside directly ahead of 
it, so the ejector ports for the ventral MG-FFs 
can be depicted (these are a separate part if 
the rack is not fitted); there is nothing inside 
though, other than a view of the cockpit floor 
underside. The DF loop is depicted as a single 
loop and the base is very bulky, the trailing 
aerial antenna is flat-sided tapered mast, the 
FuBl 1 landing system’s ‘washing line’ antenna 
is two separate pieces, the mass balance 
weights for the ailerons are separate but too 
small and the pitot is more akin to a modern 
swept-back VHF antenna. The bombs are all 
very basic shapes with large raised bolts/screws 
around the tail joint, plus the fins are way too 
thick. 

#4771 came with the following decal 
options:
•  C-4/B, 4M+DB, Erg.Zerstörer Gr. Deblin-

Trenz, July 1942
•  C-4 nightfighter, 3C+LR, 7./NJG 4, flown 

by Ofw. Kollack, 1943
The decal sheet was well printed, nowadays 

though they tend to be very yellow. It includes 
twelve crosses but no swastikas. The codes are 
grouped into two characters each, so there is 
excess carrier film to deal with and the sheet 
offers some airframe stencils, but these are 
limited. A deal is included for the instrument 
panel and its not too bad, the ones for the two 
side consoles are pure fabrication though.

Verdict: In its day this was one of the better 
1/32nd scale kits from Revell (unlike their 
Bf 109G!). It was full of the gimmick then in vogue 
and was pretty advanced moulding considering the 
technology of the time. Today though it is not going 
to get many followers, other than those on a budget 
or on a bit of a nostalgia kit, as the Dragon example 
is vastly superior.

Revell (#04773)

Bf 110G-4
Revell actually released their Bf 110G-4 
‘Destroyer’ (#H-250) in 1973, before the 
C-4/B version and it was renumbered in 1974 
as #4745, reissued as #4745 in 1992 and as 
#04773 in 1994. The kit has also been reissued 
by Revell-Japan (#H-250) in 1974 and Revell/
Kiko (#H-250) at some stage in the 1980s. We 
have #04773 here for assessment, but again will 
only look at in general terms and even then only in 
relation to those aspects that differ from the C-series.

The example we had was moulded in a 
light grey-coloured plastic, with the raised 
detail as per the C-series. There is no revision 
to the fuselage, so it still lacks the flare chute 
and with the G-series it should have the 
air scoop on the starboard side. The engine 
nacelles are revised but the oil cooler profile 
is much too shallow, plus the whole thing 
is too short. The upper cowls are separate, 
but they are not much like the DB605 units 
and certainly lack the distinctive additional 

bulge on the upper surface. The spinners 
supplied are far too short and thus look very 
squat and the propeller blades are too narrow 
and tapered. The supercharger intake on the 
starboard engine is too narrow and long, while 
the port aileron lacks the fixed (ground-set) 
trim tab. Inside the interior is unchanged 
save for the addition of the third seated 
crew member and a MG 81Z in place of the 
MG 17. No revisions are made for things like 
the MG 81Zs ammunition boxes, in fact the 
floor still has the bin for the MG 17 saddle 
ammo drums moulded in situ. The nose gun 
bay is also the same, with no moulded detail, 
this time though you just get too skinny-
looking MK 108 cannon in place of the 
MG 17s. The upper cowling half has the bulge 
associated with the MK 108s, but the ports 
are inset, so you have little squared-off steps 
instead of a smooth curve with the barrels 
projecting out; the lower nose also lacks the 
MK 108 ejector chutes. The flame damper 
exhausts are basic and depicted as being 
open-ended, so you can see inside but at least 
the pitot has been revised for the final version 
mounted in the starboard wing tip. The radar 
is made up via combined antlers and dipoles 
on each side for the SN-2 and a central FuG 
212 as a multi-part assembly. These are 
all pretty basic with big collars where the 
horizontal bars mount into the main antler 
and dipoles that are constant diameter tubes. 
The layout of the main antlers has the cross-
member, so this shows the early SN-2 set-up. 

The clear parts are much as the C-series with 
regard thickness and frame style, this time 
though the rear section is revised to show the 
hinged mid-section, albeit this is moulded 
as a single piece, so can’t be depicted open. 
The profile of the rear canopy section is too 
curved at the top/back and there is no canvas 
cover around the MG 81Z. There is no option 
for the Schrägemusik installation in the rear 
cockpit, nor the DF loop above the canopy. 

#04771 came with the following options:
• 2Z+FB
• C9+EN

Neither option is identified in any manner, 
but the first is probably from 7./NJG 6, while 
the second was from 5./NJG 5 and flown by 
Oblt Johnen at Hagenau in April 1944.

The decal sheet includes six crosses but 
no swastikas. There is a good set of airframe 
stencils, along with decals for the instrument 
panel and side consoles, although the latter 
items are totally spurious.

Verdict: As with the C-series this is very much 
a kit of its era in quality, detail and gimmicks. 
The fact you have no 300lt drop tanks is a bit 
annoying, but you will have your work cut out 
making this into anything really, as there are a lot 
of corrections to do before you even look at adding 
detail. One can only hope that Revell consider doing 
a new example or that Dragon extend their series to 
cover the G because this one is long overdue being 
put out to pasture.

Revell 04773
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